Products & Features

More options, more savings.
Searching for the cheapest flights, hotels, and rental cars can sometime be
more complicated than it needs to be. Should you book directly with an airline,
hotel, or car rental? Should you book with an online travel agency (OTA) such
as Expedia?
Dohop presents an even better option. Using an independent metasearch
engine like Dohop, that pulls data from thousands of different airlines, OTAs,
hotels, or car rentals, to consistently show the cheapest price.
All your options in one place
For travelers looking to be kind to their wallets, knowing all of their options with the
least amount of effort is the ultimate goal. Dohop searches among 1,200 airlines and
OTAs, over 860,000 hotels, and more than 1,500 car rentals worldwide. In addition,
Dohop’s powerful self-connect technology makes sure that users know all of their
options, including available connecting flights.
Self-connect
The savviest of travelers have been familiar with self-connect flights for a long time
now. For those who don’t mind checking in with a different airline during their
stopover, a self-connect flight can offer some serious savings opportunities. Dohop’s
competitors focus on single-ticket flights, i.e. flights with the same airline, and ignore
all the other possible connection flights by combining different airlines. Dohop does
not ignore these options. By searching for all available connections first and prices
second, Dohop makes sure to include all available options and users can be
confident in the results.
Dohop Go!
A lot of people feel like going on a trip, but might not really be sure where to and if
they can afford it? Dohop Go! was built for these people, as it shows the cheapest
flights to any destination from the user’s home airport. Dohop Go! uses our core
technology to deliver inspiration to all the travel buffs out there. Dohop Go! can be
used both on the web or as a separate Android or iOS app.
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